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FTSE 100 Bull Flag Breakout

Summary




The FTSE 100 rally above trendline resistance at 6450 targets 6750 (near the 13 July
2007 high of 6754.10) on the conservative Minimum Extension Measure*.
Chart support is at 6533 ahead of 6400
Investors who believe that the FTSE 100 will continue to rally could buy the Boost
FTSE 100 3x Leverage Daily ETP (3UKL)
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The FTSE 100 has rallied over 6% from the midApril lows and has triggered a Bull Flag Pattern*
(see the appendix for definition). The rally above
trendline resistance at 6450 targets 6750+ on a
Simple Bull Flag Measure*. Support is at 6533
(congestive highs* from March 2013) ahead of 6400
(where multiple daily high/lows and a falling
trendline cluster to offer support).
The FTSE 100 continues to rally in May with the break
above 6450 confirming a Bull Flag Pattern. These are
continuation patterns and the minimum target is just
above 6750 (near 6754.10, the 13 July 2007 high).
This is derived by extending the difference of 6533 (top
of the flag pattern) and 6220/6200 (bottom of the flag)
from the bull flag breakout line (6450). Long-term bulls
would be looking at the Flag Pole* which starts from
the November 2012 low near 5605.59, targeting a
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The near-term focus will be on pullbacks in order to
gauge the strength of the bull flag breakout. Chart
support is at 6533 (March 2013 congestive highs)
ahead of 6400 (falling trendline – former resistance
which is now offering support). If the latter gives way,
then the bull flag breakout will be negated, and the
FTSE 100 could drift back to the support area at
6220/6200. Of note is that very long-term trendline
resistance from the 1999 all-time peak (6950) to the
2007 high (6754) is under pressure at 6630+.
Sustained gains above this area will add to the bullish
sentiment already building from the bull flag breakout,
leaving the FTSE 100 to challenge 6750 and higher.
Investors who believe that the FTSE 100 will continue
to rally may buy the Boost FTSE 100 3x Leverage
Daily ETP (3UKL).
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* Appendix: Technical Analysis Definitions
Flag Pole - The Flag Pole in technical analysis is part
of a ‘continuation pattern’ and can be either part of a
‘bear flag or pennant’ (prices are descending) or a ‘bull
flag or pennant’ (prices are ascending). The Flag Pole
is usually derived from the start of the rally (bullish) or
sell off (bearish) to a price level where market activity
seems to ‘pause’. This will usually see the uptrend or
downtrend in prices consolidate for some time – with
prices either ranging in a triangle or rectangle pattern
(flag) or wedge (pennant). The price difference
between the start of the rally and the highest price
reached during the ‘pause’ in the rally is the length of
the Flag Pole in a ‘bull flag or pennant’. The price
difference between the start of the sell off and the
lowest price reached during the ‘pause’ in the bear
trend is the length of the ‘bear flag or pennant’.

Congestive highs/lows – An area of chart support or
resistance, which is observed as a cluster of highs or
lows in the same price region. These can vary in
importance depending on the time frame – weekly
congestive high/lows are more important than daily
congestive high/lows and intraday high/lows.
Minimum Extension Measure – The minimum price
target in technical analysis derived from a pattern
breakout. These can be continual patterns (like a flag)
or a reversal pattern (like a head and shoulders
pattern). The Minimum Extension Measure is the initial
price objective or near-term target that is usually seen
as the ‘conservative’ price objective, with other price
extension measures seen as medium or long-term
price objectives.

Bull Flag Pattern – This is a continuation pattern and is
one of the most important technical analysis chart
patterns. A Bull Flag Pattern has three components.
The initial price rally which forms the bull flag pole is
the first. The pause in prices after the initial bull trend
forms the actual ‘flag’ or ‘pennant’ and is the second.
The price breakout in the direction of the original price
trend move (higher in the case of a bull flag) is the
third component. This breakout is usually seen as
another rally which turns above triangle or flat channel
resistance (the breakout) and then extends to higher
prices. The Bull Flag Pattern has two targets. The first
is the height of the actual ‘flag’ or ‘pennant’ extended
from the breakout point (the difference between the
high price of the consolidative pattern and the low
price within the consolidative pattern added to the
breakout point). The second target is the actual bull
flag pole measure extended from the breakout point.
The first target would be regarded as the minimum
extension measure, while the actual flag pole measure
is the medium or long-term extension measure.
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Disclaimer
This communication has been produced by Gerald Celaya from Redtower Asset Management Limited which is authorised and regulated by
the Financial Conduct Authority. Boost ETP LLP is an appointed representative of Mirabella Financial Services LLP which is authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Boost ETP LLP have appointed Redtower Asset Management Limited to produce third party
research and there is no financial incentive for Redtower Asset Management Limited to make a recommendation to Boost products.
Therefore, there are no conflicts of interests between Boost ETP LLP and Redtower Asset Management LLP.
Important Notice
This commentary is for information only and the comments and forecasts are intended to be of a general nature and are current as at the
date of issue. Redtower Research and Redtower Asset Management take no responsibility for any individual investment decisions based
thereon. Redtower Asset Management provides this data on the understanding that the data is sourced from the public domain or
authorised sources, and that while Redtower Asset Management will endeavour to ensure that the accuracy of the data in our reports, no
responsibility is taken for any errors in the data and no responsibility or liability of any sort is taken for any losses that you or your company
may incur, either directly or indirectly, through the use of this information. The source of data within this communication can be sourced
directly from Bloomberg and Reuters. Redtower Asset Management is registered in Scotland, registered office: Crystal Valley, Fettercairn,
Kincardineshire, Scotland AB30 1DU, registered number is SC325065. VAT registration no. 751 6880 11. Redtower Asset Management
Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. FCA no. 473656
The products discussed in this document are issued by Boost Issuer PLC (the “Issuer”) in accordance with the Prospectus published on the
Central Bank of Ireland’s website. The Central Bank of Ireland has certified that the Prospectus of the Issuer has been drawn up in
accordance with the Directive 2003/71/EC. The Prospectus has been passported from Ireland into the United Kingdom. Please read the
Prospectus before you invest in any Exchange Traded Products (“ETPs”).
Boost Issuer PLC, Boost ETP LLP or Mirabella Financial Services LLP is not acting for you in any way in relation to the investment to which
this communication relates, or providing investment advice to you. The information is not an offer to buy or sell or solicitation of an offer to
buy or sell any security or investment. As no recommendations can be provided you are advised to seek your own independent legal,
investment and tax or other advice as you see fit.
The value of an investment in ETPs may go down as well as up and past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. An
investment in ETPs is dependent on the performance of the underlying index, less costs, but it is not expected to match that performance
precisely. ETPs involve numerous risks including among others, general market risks relating to the relevant underlying index, credit risks on
the provider of index swaps utilised in the ETP, exchange rate risks, interest rate risks, inflationary risks, liquidity risks and legal and
regulatory risks. An investment in an ETP tracking a daily leveraged or daily short index is intended for financially sophisticated investors
only who wish to take a short term view on the underlying index. As a consequence, Boost ETP LLP is not promoting or marketing Boost
ETPs to Retail Clients. However, you may consult your financial advisor if you wish to invest in ETPs.
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